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0n the existence of zeros of Lyapunov-monotone operators

I . Introduction.

Consider a nonlinear operator r from a Banach space into itself.
The study of the existence of zeros of r plays an important role in yietd*

ing fixed points of nonlinear operators. The operator f has a zero if and

only 'if the initial value problem

(t.l) &, + T& = 0t t(0) = xot

has a constant solution. If r is a monotone operator then (l.l) has a

unique solution u(t,ul defined on [0,*) and the solution operator

u(t)u ? r(t"rl is nonexpansive for all * : 0. Imposing further assurn;

tions one can show that u(t) must have a cofirnon fixed point and that
fixed point is the desired zero of r, Thus one can use the theory of
differential equations and some known fixed point theorems on the solution
operator to obtain the existence of zeros af r. see for example [1,3,4,
5,9,1 I l.

In this paper' ue introduce the notion of Lyapunov-monotone opera*

tors in terms of several Lyapunov-iike functions and utilizing certain
results in abstract cones that are recently proved [6], we establish the

existence of zeros of such operators, This leads us to work with generalir
Banach spaces which offer a fiexible technic. The results obtained are so

generai that when we employ as a candidate a generalized norm, we still
get results more general than the known ones fg,9].



2, Preliminary results.

tle shalI use vectorial inequa'lities freely with the understanding

that the same inequalities ho'ld between their corresponding components.

Let E be a real vector space. A generalized norm for E is a mapping

I f'| | r:u * f* denoted bv

I l*l lG = (oi (r),or(d, , ao(dL u e E"

such that

(i) llrl 16 ) 0,

(ii) | l*l lc = 0 if and only if s = 0,

(iii) llr*llc = lrl ll'llc, I e F,

(iv) ll*ullcs ll*llc * llvllo.

For reE and ,efl* e>0, welet B(x,e)=laet:lly-ullr< eJ.

Then la(n,e)z*eE, eeF*, e>0] isabasisforatopologyon g,

It is not difficult to see that every qeneralized normed space

(r,l l.l lc) has an equivalent (ordinary) noffi. For purely algebraic and

topological considerations, it is immaterial whethen we view E as a

general ized normed space or an ordinary normed space. Concepts such as

convexity, closure, completeness and compactness remain the same. l^le do'

however, have npre flexibility in working with generalized nsrmed spaces.

See for example [2].

Let E be a real Banach space. A set Kc,8 is called a cone if
(i) r is closed,

(ii) if u,1) e K then au * ftu € K for all o,F : 0,



(iii) of each pair of vectors .u, - u at least one does not belong

to !t, provided u + a where 0 is the zero element of E. we say

that uzu ifandonlyif u-ueK. Acone n issaidtobenormal
ifthereexistsa d>0 suchthat ller+erll:6 for efezeK and

lluill = llerll = l. A cone is called regular if each bounded monotonic

sequence has a limit.

The following results will be useful in our subsequent discussion.

fleorem 2.1. Let ', be a monotone mapping of a ccne segment 0tu luo

be upper semi-continuous fronr theinto itself and let either (i) 0

right' r is regular o!" (ii) 0 be completely continuous, K is normal

(or both). Then the sequence of iterates t,l,nua] is decreasing and

cOnverges to a fixed paint u of 0, that is rlr,r = b1. Moreover,

u t ltu implies that v t v where y is the maximal fixed polnt of {,

in the cone segment,

Let x beasetand K beaconein E, Afunction p:xxx+K
is said to be a k-metric on x if

(i) p(r,a) = p(aos),

(ii) p(x,a) = 0 if and only if & = us

(iii) p(rra) ! p(nra) * p(a"z)" n,aszt e .tr.

A sequence trn]r in a k-metric space is said to be Cauchy sequence if

hg",*l lo(xn,e^)ll = 0. A k-metric space is complete if every Cauchy,s

sequence is convergent.
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T-heorgm 2.2. Let 0 sat'isfy the assumptions of Thesrem 2.2. suppose

further that vuo. u0 and \)u = u if and only if u = a. Let x be

a complete k-metric space and '!et r he a mapping of x into itself
such that

o {r*,rg}

Then if ao e x wf th olrao,aul + uo, the seqilence af iterates {{xo}
converges t0 a fixed point u of r and that D is unique in
g=[.uEX;ply,*a]tuoJ.

For more details coneerning the ft-metric and for the proofs of
Theorems 2..l and 2.2 see [6J.

l,le shall be emproying Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 subsequenily in the
special case where x = 8* and the metri c o(r"g) = ll*-allc.

3. Statement of main results,

Let E be a generarized Banach space with the nonn I l.l 16 and

let y be a continuous map from E into E. For any v e Clg * E,f),
we define

(g.t) D+v{c,y) = ttfjlo!frr-rhrn, y+tuyy) - vrx"il].

l,le need the fallowing assumptions to proceed.

(Ho) For each q e 1, q > 0, eq, cLf+,nPl, 90fu) is quasimonotone

nondecreasing in ar, gn(O) = B and r.r:0 is the only solution of the



(Hr) g e clF*,FJ" gfu) is quasimonotone nondecreasing in ttl gft) = a

differential system

(3.2) u' = gn(u)" u(o) = a,

and u z 0 is the only solut'ion of the d'ifferential system

(3.3) u' = g(d, u(0) = A.

Definition. Let v e cfv " u,SJ and the assumption (Hr) notU. If for x,y e E,

(3.+1 o+v(r,a) + g(v(n"s/) : 0,

then we shall say that r is a strongly Lyapunov-monotone operator on E.

If, in (3.4) either s e clf*47 or gtu) = 0, then r is said to be

Lyapunov-monotone operator on E. if (3.4) is weakened to

(3.5) fv{a,y) * nr(V(r"v)) : 0, e,U E alq3,

where 9q satisfies the hypothesfs (H ) for every q e F*, q > 0 and

aLqJ = l* e t:ll*llc tql, then r is said to be strcngly Lyapunov-

nonotone operator on alq}, In the special case when v(n,u) = ll*-yllc
or V(r"y) is a metric, then the operator y is said to be strongly

generalized-monotone on E, generalized-monotone on E and strongly

generalized-rnonotone on alq\ respectively.

For convenience, we shall list a few assurnptions below.

(Hr) veclt"E,17" v(x,14)=A" v(r,y) >0 if tta" e"geE and

if tanl," tunl are sequences in 8 such that ,]r\rr*n"an) = a,

then t;Lllrn-anlll; = Q.
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(Hr) f,or each (4g) e E x Er there is a ne'lghbourhood rr(n,u) and a

positive nxn matrix L=L(u,y/ suchthat

lv{nr"u/ - v(xr,ar)l r r[ll*r-*rl l, * llar-url l6],

for al l (ar,a /, (rr"ar) e N(x,a).

(Hu) forevery qe4, q>0, thereisanonnegative nxn matrix

A(d such that for u,y e Blql

ll*-allc: v(*,y) t A(q)ll*-allc.

(Hu) llrrllc*- as ll*llG**.
(H.) The maximal solution r,(t,ul of the differential system

(3.6) ut = g(d + llr0l lc, u(0) = uo z A"

exists on [0,*) and there is a qo r 4, {o , 0 such that

(3.7) r(t"ur) Seo: tzA if 0tuoseo.

Furthermor€, there exists a positive number r such that

(3.8) r(t,ul s tay for every 0 s ao s zQo"

with the strict inequality holding at uo = Zeo, where r(t"ul ls the

maximal solution of

(3.e) u' = g(u), u(A) = uo z 0,



(Hr) for every q e F*, e > A, the maximal solution t,o(ttul 0f

{3.10} ut = gn(u)" u(a) = uo z a,

exists on [0,*; and there fs a pasitive nurnber t > 0 such that

(3.lll ,n{r"A(a)uo) s un for every g s ars s Ze"

with the stntct inequality holding at un = ZQ.

tJe are now in a position to state our rnain results.

Theorem 3.I. Assume that

(a) f' is a Lyapunov-monotone operator on E with g(il :: 0 in (3.4) and

(Hz), {Hr} hr:id;

(b) ? is a stnongly Lyapunov-monotone openatar on ntq) for every

q e Fo, q > A and (Hu), (Hu) and {Hr} are satisfied.

Then the operator y has a unique zero in E,

If v(n,u) = ll*-all s 8r v(*,g) r's a metric, Theorem 3.I can be

considerably simplified. This we state as a next result.

Thearem 3.L. Assume that r is a strcngly generaiized-monotone operator

0n E and that the hypothesfs {Hu} holds. Then there is a qa e F+, eo, fr

such that r has a unique zero in Blq^J.
U

Remark. One can use a single Lyapunov-like function v(n,y) to define

Lyapunov-monotone operators in which case g must be a scalar function. In



addition, ff we choose v(r,a) = | l*-vl l, where I l.l I is the ordinary

norm' then our definitions reduce to the known definitions of monotone

operators. The special cases of Theorems 3..| and 3.2 that result with the

foregoing observation are interesting in themselves. See [8,9] for results

parallel to these special cases.

4. Auxiliary results.

['le shal] first prove an existence result for the lnitial value

probl em

(4.1) s,*IE=0, n(A)=aoeE.

Theorem {,1. Let r be a Lyapunov-monotone operator on E and {Hr),
(Hr) trota. Then for each ao e Er thene is a unique solution n(t"xo)

of (4.1) deffned on [0,*].
To prove Theorem 4.1 we nequire the following results.

Theorem 4.2. Let {a) g e cl{ ^ f*PJ and g(t"u) be quasi-monotone

nondecreasing in u for each t; {b) ltr,tr+al be the largest interval

of existence of the maximal solution n(t"torur) of

a' = g(tru), u('tl = uo Z Ai

(c) * e cln+,t{*J and for any fixed Dini derivative, the inequal"ity

Dn(t)sg(t,m(il\, *:fo,

holds. Then m(tl f uo implies



m(il t r(*,to"ul, t e lta,ta+ol,

Theorem 4.3. Let the assumptions (ai and (nl ot Theorem 4.2 hold. Suppose

that lto,tr] c [*n, to*o). Then there exists 0 ,0 e $, *o , 0 such that

for 0 < 6 < 60, the rnaximal solution t,{trtotuott) of

u, = g(tru) * e, u(to) = ,u * ,,

exists on Ltr"tr] and 
:X "rr,t0,il0,e) 

- r(t,*u,ul uniformly on [to,*r].

For a proof af Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 see [7j"

!-enrma4.l. Let a>a, uetf, b>a bechssensuchthat ff?cl [rs
h-
7 = M on nluo,b}" Then for each positive integey /t, there is a positive

integer N = N(n), a partit'lon {trl|',.=o of [o,oJ, and a functf ofr *n
from [0,o] into nfl.ro,b] such that

(i) lrTr-tf;ltf foreach tgi<N;

(ii) l[u*(t] - xn(s)l l, s. M(t-s), t,s e [0,a];

(iii) if * e (t|_r,tf,), then rhe refr derivative (n/ lfrl exists

and (*n)!(t) + rr{tf,_rJ = 0 for each I 1 .i< N ;

(iv) if llx-co{tf,_r/ llc : urt} - rT,_r), then llrr-run(t\_r) | l6 : .r,

where {e*}i=, is a sequence such that ,n * 1" nn, 0

and ll3'" = s'
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Lemma 4.2. suppose that 1im xn(*) = u(t) for each * e [0,a]'. Then

dt) is a solut'ion of the Of#tem (4.1).

The proofs of Lenmas 4.1 and 4,2 are sirniiar to the proofs of
Lemmas 4 and 6 fn [B] with appropriate modifications and hence omjtted.

Pnoof of rheorem 4.1. Let tro e s and let {rn(ilI be the sequence of
approximate so'lutions constructed in l-emma 4.1 such that xn$I = *0. Let

tftt/t be positive integers and let m(*) = v(xn(t)u x*{t) }, t e [0,o]. If,
+ c l+fl *n t n ,,tl ,m r .! r.-4 ..^ j __ /rr \t e (t4t ti*/ II (t;, ,i*r), then using {Hu}, where L, tr(uotxl" h,e

obta i n

(4.2'l D-n(t) = ttil;l, * l!.-(t), r*(t)l - vtxn(t-h), x*{t-ntl

..1

. t tL;l, * Vt.r(t),*m(t;)) - vdan(t)-hrnn(t),n*(t)-hru*rt)\

r
+ t im inf r llltr(il-an(t4-r%(t) lG + lla^(t)'nr(t-H-Yr^(t) ltr rt,

It*o*lt"hf
I_

r s{v("n(t),a*(t)l) r LJr*-ftT.-r}-rxn{t) ll o + llrn*r{-r)-rn*(t) lt -l

s s(*ftt) *l{rn+'*}. 
:

/' Here we have used the relation (iv) of Lernna 4..| and the fact that (3.4)

implies that lim i1f f, lvr*,yt-v(a-hrr, y-hra)J t s(vh,u))" since
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m(A) = A, the

estimate

vector differential inequality, gives by Theorem 4.2 the

m(t) t rn,*(tr\), * e [Ora]

where on"*(t"Al is the rnaximai solution of

ur = g{u} * L(en + e*}, u(A) = 0.

By Theorem 4.3, liy**"on,*(t,A) = r(t"0) uniformly on [0,a] where

r(t'a) is the maximal solution of (3.3). But, by (Hr), r(La) = 0

on [0,a] and hence l]r1orr*rbn(t),x^(t]) = 0. This implies by (H.),

the sequence fun(t)l* , is cauchy and since this sequence is equi-

continuous, lfigxn(t) = n(t) uniformly on [0,o]. It now follows by

Lemma 4.2 that n(il is a solution of the initial value problem (4.1)

on [0,a] .

If y(il is another solution of (4.1) on [O,a]n then setting

m(t) = V(x(il"A(t)) and proceeding as beforen we get

D-rn(t) t gfu(il), t e l},al,

and m(t) s r(t,O)" t e la,a), where r(t,a) is the nraximal solution of
(3"3). Consequenily, we conclude dt) ; y(t) on [O,a), by (Hr) and (Hr).

This establishes local existence and uniqueness of solutions of (4.1).

To show that solutions exist on [0r-), suppose that s(il is a solution
of (4.1) which is defined only in [O,a] with a < 6, If 0 < h < a, set
n(t) = vfuft+il" s(t)) for r, [0,a-h]. Then it is easy to obtain the
estimate
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(+. S) V(n(t+il,n(il) 1 r(t"v{c(U 
"c(0J )), t e Ll,a_h},

where r(t"ul is the maximal solution of (3.g). since lin v(c(h),s$)) = 0,
it follows bv (H,),(Ha),i4.3) and Theorem 4.3 that lim *;1 exists and

this implies that x(t) can be defined on [0,*), 
t+a- 

The proof is
complete.

corollary 4.1. Let r be a generalized monotone operator on E, Then

the conclusion of Theorem 4,1 is valid.

Theorem {.4. Let r by a Lyapunov-monotone operator on g with

stu) = 0 in (3.4) and (Hrl ,(Hr),(Ho) and (Hu) hotd. Then ail sorutions
*(t,nl of (a.l ) are bounded on [0,*].

Proof. Since all solutions x(t,xo) of (4.i) exist on [0,*] by

Theorenr 4.T, setting n(t) = v(x(t,nl, r(t,gr)|, we obtain the

inequal ity

m(t.) S. m(U" t e [0,*].

If &0,u0 e s[q], this gives by tHu), the estinrate

(4.4) lln(t,rl -n(t,yr)llrs ae)ll*o-uoll6 , te f0,-).

since by uniqueness' u(t+h'xr) = u(trg/, where uo = *ftt,xl for
h > 0 sufficiently small, it follows from (4.4)

llr{t"xo) - a(t+h"rotllcl Ae)l l*o - nft,nlllo
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Dividing by h and taking limit as h -> 0+ yields the estimate

llrn(t,*/llr3 a(q)11r*o I l6 3

which by (Flu) shows that a(ttul is bounded on [0,*]. slnce the

arguments hold for every q e f,, q > Ao the proof is complete.

Remark. Theorern 4.1 includes the existence and uniqueness results in

[7,9,10], while corollary 4.1 is a generaTization of the results in [s].
Theorem 4.4 isolates and generalizes the ideas in [9].

5. Proofs of main results.

trrle are now in a position to prove our main results.

Proofofrheorem3.l. Let e0eE andlet qeF*, g>0 besuchthat

a(tr*r), a(t"yo) e alqJ, f, : 0. This is possible by Theorems 4.1 and

4,4. Setting m(t) = v(u(t,*l "x(t,gl), we obtain, because of the

assumption (b), the inequality

D-m(ilioofu(*)\, tzA..

which implies

m(tlsrnlt,m{U), tzA,
where z,r(t"uo) is the maximal solution of (3.10). By (Hq), we then have

(s.t) llx(t"xl - n(t,ylll* s rnlt,arq)llar-aoll6l" tza.

For each (t,to) 
" 4* * E, let us define the solution operator a by
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(5.2) llurr,too - t)(t)yol lo s Urllro-voll, .

consider the cone * = F*. By (Hr) it follows that 'rr maps the cone

segment 0 tu 1.2q into itself and *r\q . 2q. Also by (Ho), o ' *ru

has the only fixed point u = A, Furthermore, if u s w, l'le know that

t,n(t,u) s rn(t,w), where rn(ttur) is the maximal solution of (3.10).

This implies that Vt is monotone. Clearly ltr is completely continuous.

Considering E as a generalized metric space with the metric I lr-gllc
we can now conclude from (5.2) and Theonem Z.? that there exists a unique

u", e allq] such that {J(r)a, = x, for every q > 0. Since *, = a(}rx.-)

. *(r,*r) and {a.1} is uniquely sclvable, it fol'lows that n(t:nr) is a t
periodic solution. Now using the semigroup property of a and (5.2) we have

(5.3) llu(t,nr) - *rll5, = lla(t+1,sr) - *rl l, = llurrsxtt,*r) utr)*rll6

: *rlla(t,rr) - rrll6 ,

a(ilro = n(ttnl. Then

Let us also define eru

by (Hr). b{e then obtain

Letting tt(t) = llx(t,,ar) -

I lrrl I o s-ZQ" the relation

t : 0, Hence by comparison

maximal fixed point of u =

is the only fixed point of

thi s impl ies that tt(t)n_ =

U is a semigroup of nonlinear operators on E,

= rnlt,A(q)uJ where t > 0 is the number given

from (5.1), the relation

n^ll^ and noting that ut' 'u

{5.3) implies that a(t) s

Theorem 2.2 we get u(t) 1

*ru in the cone segment

o - *"u. Thus o(t) = A

n(t"*r) = x" for all t z

1 llx(t,nr) I l, *
*ru(t), for each

r where v is the

01u:2q. But u=l
forall t:0 and

0. It therefore
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follows from (4.1) that 'ra, = A and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

tle shall next give the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Proof of Theoren 3,2. By coroilary 4.ln for every *o e Et there exists a

unique solution u(trtl of (4.1) defined on [0,*]. Let m(t) = llx(t,nl I t, .

Then' using the fact that r is strong'ly generalized monotone operator, we

get

D-m(t) t ,rI*lX, *fi1*,r,*0,

+ r im ilf I fil*,r"*,,

llt - llx(t,al - hru(t,al + ht0llcl

(t-h"*r) - hra(t,nrlllJ + llmllc-&

ss(n(t)\+ llr0lfc , tza.

Consequently, Theorem 4"2 yietds m(t) 1 o(t,lf *o ll6), t z A, where

r(t,ul is the maximal solution of (3.6). Thus by (f.l) of (H.),

(5.4) llr(t,u/ ll" s ao for all * : 0, if ll*oll s qa ,

Defining, as before, {./ (t}to = r(t"c/, it is clear from (5.4) that
a{t):alqol * B[qo] for each t z A,

corresponding to (5.1), in the present casee we arrive at

llr(t"ufl - c(t"y o)ll s oft,ll*o-aoll ), t z 0,

where r(tsu/ is the maximal solution of (3.9). l,le now set vru = r,(r,u)
and observe that all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are satisffed with r = 4
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in the cone segment 0 s u . \ea in view of (Hr) and using slmilar

arguments as before. l,le can conclude by Theorem 2.? that there exfsts a

unique x, e Blqo] such that tl(r)a, = *r. The rest of the proof of showing

that a(trrr) ist periodict&(tsur)=*" forall *:0 and Iur=0
is similar to the last part of the proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof is

therefore complete.

Corollary 5.1. Suppose that for *,9 e E,

I im 
,sup * [ I n-a+h(rx-rv )ll

h+0

where I l. | | is the ordinary norm, g e

g(d + * as Lt -, @ and 'lim inf ry
s* e E such that re* . o. 

u*o u

-1

ll*-ylll z s(ll*-all)J

c[n+,n+] , g(a) = a, gfu)

> 0. Then there exists a

> A, bt

unique

Proof. It is

can be easily

(3.7) holds.

g(il Z cu in

that r(truo)

enough to show, by Theorem 3.2, that tl{r} is satisfied. It
checked that with ea = inf lu>A:g(u) " |rf0lII, in {u,*)1,

By assurnption, there exists a e > 0 and ro , 0 such that

[O,roJ. If "r = inffgfu):a a roJ " 0, then, it can be shown

L?! for 0 s uas ?q where t = y-l (lqa-oal + *' 1 log 2.
2

Remark. The details omitted in the proof of Corollary 5.1 may be seen

[5] where an analogous resuit is proved. However, the operator r is

defined over a closed subset of E and the assumptions are imposed in

of a generalized pairing rather than norm.

1n

terms
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